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The relationship between migration and Australian capitalism has long been a 
topic of robust scholarly debate in sociology and economics. Researchers in those 
fields have highlighted how migration has left an indelible imprint on Australian 
capitalism. By contrast, Australian migration histories have given scant attention 
to the role ethnic groups played in Australian capitalism. This lack of attention is 
particularly curious in historical studies of Greek Australia given the significance of 
small business in facilitating migration and settlement. From Federation onwards, 
Greek ethnic capitalism – or, more precisely, the relations between Greek migrant 
labourers and their petite bourgeoisie employers – became a topic of media coverage. 
In fact, the relations between Greek workers and employers were so important that 
newspapers routinely reported on the subject. This article examines this media 
coverage, its racialist and criminalising connotations, and historical relevance. It 
concludes with some observations on how histories of capitalism can productively 
engage with the histories of ethnicisation. 
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In the decades following Federation in 1901, many restaurants, cafés, oyster 
saloons, and fruit and confectionary stores across Australia were increasingly 
owned and operated by migrants from Greek-speaking regions in the 
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Mediterranean.1 Concerned about the exploitative aspects of this shopkeeping 
phenomenon, like systematic underpayment, workplace bullying and long 
working hours, advocates of the Australian labour movement voiced their 
grievances in the pages of working-class newspapers. Drawing upon investi-
gative research conducted by the Shop Assistants’ Union, the Australian 
Worker reported in August 1925 that “90 per cent” of Greek employees were 
“considerably underpaid” and “intimidated by their employers.” Workers, 
it was added, were forced to sign timesheets for wages they did not receive 
and if “an employee joins a Union” they were “immediately dismissed.”2 

During the same month, the Daily Standard ran a persistent campaign 
that shed further light on the unjust practices of Greek business owners. 
Specifically referring to café proprietors in Brisbane, it was noted that the 
employment of Greeks by their “capitalist compatriots revealed a shocking 
state of affairs.”3 Greek migrants had apparently been “induced to leave their 
native land by embellished tales about high wages and happy conditions” 
but upon arrival found “a place where the merciless grip of unscrupulous 
employers can force them into slavery – or starvation.”4 If “the responsible 
authorities” were “unable to stamp out the canker,” it was recommended 
that “the workers themselves” would be “justified” in taking steps to “bring 
the exploiters to earth.”5 In order to have the matter “cleared up” represent-
atives from the Trades and Labor Council called for a Royal Commission to 
investigate “why Greek exploiters should have found it so easy to enslave 
their workers.”6 

Clearly, by the mid-1920s, the relationship between Greek business 
owners and the Greek migrants they recruited and hired, had, for sections 
of the Australian labour movement, reached a breaking point. Indeed, the 
“economic power exercised by certain Greek vested interests,” as the Daily 
Standard put it, exposed how organised sections of the labour movement, 
like the Amalgamated Foodstuffs Union of Queensland and the Queensland 
branch of the Shop Assistants’ Union, held strong disdain for Greek small 
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(Canberra: Halstead Press, 2007); Effy Alexakis and Leonard Janiszewski, “‘That
Bastard Ulysses’: An Insight into the Early Greek Presence, 1810s–1940,” in Minorities:
Cultural Diversity in Sydney, ed. Shirley Fitzgerald and Garry Wotherspoon (Sydney:
State Library of New South Wales Press, 1995), 14–34.

2. “Long Hours and Low Wages: Workers in Greek Cafes,” The Australian Worker,
12 August 1925, 4.

3. “Greek Cafes Exposure,” Daily Standard, 15 August 1925, 10; “Long Hours and Low
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4. “The Scandal of Greek Slavery: Shocking Disclosures from the Café Industry,”
Daily Standard, 12 August 1925, 1.

5. “Greek Cafes Exposure,” 10.
6. “Greek Cafes Scandal Must Be Cleared Up,” Daily Standard, 14 August 1925, 1.
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business owners. Seen to be coaxing Greeks to come to Australia to work 
for them, the allegation that Greek business owners were mistreating their 
employees was perceived as a prime example of how employers from 
non-Anglo origins did not adhere to Australian workplace standards.7 Yet, as 
the demands of the labour movement were closely tied with “the maintenance 
of racial purity,” the uneven relations between Greek migrant labourers and 
their so-called “capitalist compatriots” cannot simply be reduced to the 
exploitative aspects of small-scale capitalist relations.8 Indeed, long before 
the expansion of Australian settler capitalism encouraged an influx of 
non-Anglo labour migration, after World War II, the economic cornerstone 
of Greek settlement was, to borrow a phrase from Michael Kakakios and 
John van der Velden, “the property-owning Greek petite bourgeoisie.”9 
Greek small businesses, in other words, paved the way for Greek migrants 
to permanently settle in Australia during the early twentieth century.10 

Indeed, for Greek migrants who arrived on Australian shores with 
little or no capital, the types of employment available to them was often 
limited, not unionised and inhibited by racialist thinking.11 Such racialist 
thinking was tied to a whiteness–immigration nexus, which frequently 
classified an assortment of peoples from the Mediterranean region as 
unassimilable labour.12 Linked to an “economics of racial inbetweeness,” 
the perception of uneven economic relations between established Greek 
settlers and migrant labourers was regarded as an impediment to the 
nation’s economic advancement.13 Notions of biological determinism, which 
claimed that economic progress lay in a county’s ability to cultivate a 
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Australia, ed. Gill Bottomley and Marie de Lepervanche (Sydney: Allen and Unwin,
1986), 145. On post-war reconstruction and migration, see Stuart Macintyre,
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(Sydney: Pluto Press, 1988).
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(2020): 510–24.

13. On the “economics of racial inbetweeness,” see David Roediger, Working Towards
Whiteness: How America’s Immigrants Became White: The Strange Journey from Ellis
Island to the Suburbs (Cambridge: Basic Books, 2006), 72–78.
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racially homogenous workforce, intensified. Arguments that intelligence, 
morality and other social characteristics, like work ethics, were permanently 
fixed in race held strong favour. In 1927, for example, Jens S. Lyng wrote 
in his book Non-Britishers in Australia: Influence on Population and Progress 
that Greek establishments had “a bad reputation for over-crowding and 
lack of cleanliness.” Drawing on contemporary theorisations to analyse 
which “races” and “sub-races” contributed most effectively to the economic 
development of Australia, Greeks, Lyng claimed, were perhaps “the least 
popular foreigners in Australia.”14 

This article explores how the racialist dynamics of Australian capitalism, 
coupled with the power interests of petite bourgeoisie Greek settlers, created 
an identifiably Greek system of labour relations during the early decades of 
twentieth century. Embracing a recent call for Australian migration historians 
to engage in a “productive dialogue with new histories of capitalism,” it 
foregrounds geographically disparate yet related media reportage to expose 
how migrant labour was contested and represented.15 By focusing on the 
ways in which migration, race, crime and ethnic community-building 
intersected, it will be revealed that an expansive and highly scrutinised 
economic niche developed in tandem with Australian “settler capitalism.”16 
Viewing this economic niche as a type of ethnic capitalism, it will be 
suggested that the racialisation of migrant labour was tied to the “vexed 
issue of immigrant criminality.”17 By centring “racialisation” to the story of 
Greek migrant labour, attention will be given to charting the ways in which 
race was constructed and made meaningful to the unequal power relations 
that characterised opposition to Australian ethnic capitalism.18 

Following an overview of scholarly studies that have focused on the 
phenomenon of ethnic small business, this article analyses media reports 
on Greek business owners and migrant labourers. Here, we will see how 

14. J. S. Lyng, Non-Britishers in Australia: Influence on Population and Progress (Melbourne:
McMillan and Co. and Melbourne University Press, 1927), v, 141–43.

15. Ben Huf and Glenda Sluga, “‘New’ Histories of (Australian) Capitalism,” Australian
Historical Studies 50, no. 4 (2019): 417.

16. E. L. Wheelwright and K. D. Buckley, eds, Essays in the Political Economy of Australian
Capitalism, 5 vols (Sydney: Australia and New Zealand Books, 1976); Donald
Denoon, Settler Capitalism: The Dynamics of Dependent Development in the Southern
Hemisphere (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983); Peter Beilharz and Lloyd Cox, “Review
Essay: Settler Capitalism Revisited,” Thesis Eleven 88, no. 1 (2007): 112–24.

17. Andy Kaladelphos and Mark Finnane, “Immigration and Criminality: Australia’s
Post-War Inquiries,” Australian Journal of Politics and History 64, no. 1 (2018): 63.

18. By racialisation, I am referring to the structuring of social relations through the
signification of biological or cultural characteristics in such a way as to define and
construct differentiated migrant collectivities as natural and immutable. See, Karim
Murji and John Solomas, Racialization: Studies in Theory and Practice (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005).
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the undesirability of Greek shopkeeping was ascribed to the supposed 
racial characteristics of Greeks as a people predisposed to be parsimonious, 
unruly and criminal. Next, we will return to the Daily Standard’s campaign to 
demean Greek business owners and assess their responses to the allegations 
made against them. Their responses confidently asserted the economic value 
of their businesses and claimed that the workers they hired had come to 
“love the country of their adoption.”19 As we shall see, in choosing to present 
themselves, and their employees, as self-sufficient and law-abiding economic 
contributors, established Greek settlers, via their economic dominance, 
reworked Greek culture abroad to fit their own interests. Such a study offers 
an opportunity to extend historical insights that have productively explored 
how migrants, through the labour they sold, worked “toward whiteness.”20 
My intention is not to provide a panoptic survey of ethnic capitalism but 
something more tentative yet generative: to offer a number of insights into 
why and how small businesses had the capacity to shield non-Anglo peoples 
from the exclusionist predispositions of the labour movement. Finally, 
emphasis will be placed on the need for stronger interaction between 
histories of capitalism and the historical processes of “ethnicisation.” Here 
we will see how becoming ethnic – a process that included the overlapping 
dynamics of “migration and settlement, geographical location, [and] identity 
attribution by the dominant culture” – was tied to the broader story of 
Australian capitalism.21 By examining the phenomenon of early Greek 
shopkeeping as a form of ethnic capitalism, I hope to provide insight into 
how future historical studies can freshly interpret how migrant labour, 
economic exchange and entrepreneurialism facilitated “the interchange of 
cross-cultural knowledge.”22

Migrant Labour and Ethnic Small Businesses 

The fields of sociology, economics and business studies have developed 
large areas of research investigating the relationship between migration, 

19. Christy Freeleagus, “Greek Consul on Cafes Exposure,” Daily Standard, 21 August
1925, 1.

20. Gunther Peck, “Reinventing Free Labor: Immigrant Padrones and Contract Laborers 
in North America, 1885–1925,” Journal of American History 83, no. 3 (1996): 848–971;
Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North
American West (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Roediger, Working
Toward Whiteness.

21. On “ethnicisation,” see Hsu-Ming Teo, “Multiculturalism and the Problem of the
Multicultural Histories: An Overview of Ethnic Historiography,” in Cultural History
in Australia, ed. Hsu-Ming Teo and Richard White (Sydney: UNSW Press, 2003), 148.

22. Sophie Loy Wilson, “Rural Geographies and Chinese Empires: Chinese Shopkeeper
and Shop-Life in Australia,” Australian Historical Studies 45, no. 3 (2014): 408.
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labour and business ownership.23 Scholars have developed the concepts 
of “ethnic entrepreneurship” or “diaspora capitalism” – highlighting the 
interrelationship between migration and money-making – applying them 
to the distinguishable phenomenon of ethnic small businesses in modern 
capitalism and, more recently, to the Chinese business networks.24 Yet the 
interrelationship between migration and entrepreneurialism is not a recent 
development. In 1905, the Commonwealth sought to control migrant labour 
through legislation that targeted immigrants who arrived under contract 
to perform manual labour and, in 1912, a group of Greek youths were 
suspected to be breaching this immigration law.25 Further, Greek businesses 
were subjected to significant prejudice and racism. During World War I, 
for example, Greek businesses were monitored by the Australian Special 
Intelligence Bureau and rioting mobs attacked Greek shops.26 The situation 
was altogether different for British migrant labourers, where preference 

23. Edna Bonacich and John Modell, The Economic Basis of Ethnic Solidarity: Small Business 
in the Japanese American Community (Berkley: University of California Press, 1980);
Edna Bonacich, “A Theory of Middleman Minorities,” American Sociological Review
38, no. 5 (1973): 583–94; Alison M. Baker, “Ethnic Enterprise and Modern Capitalism: 
Asian Small Businesses,” Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 9, no. 3 (1981): 478–86;
Ivan Light, “Immigrant and Ethnic Enterprise in North America,” Ethnic and Racial
Studies 7, no. 2 (1984): 195–216; M. D. R. Evans, “Immigrant Entrepreneurship: Effects
of Ethnic Market Size and Isolated Labor Pool,” American Sociological Review 54,
no. 6 (1989): 950–62; Constance Lever-Tracy and Michael Quinlan, A Divided Working
Class: Ethnic Segmentation and Industrial Conflict in Australia (London and New York:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1988).

24. Roger Waldinger, Howard Aldrich, Robin Ward, and Jochen Blaschke, Ethnic
Entrepreneurs: Immigrant Business in Industrial Societies (London: Sage, 1990);
Constance Lever-Tracy and David Ip, “Diaspora Capitalism and the Homeland:
Australian Chinese Networks into China,” Diaspora: A Journal of Transnational
Studies 5, no. 2 (1996): 239–73.

25. See Contract Immigrants Act 1905 (Cth); Greek Boys Arriving under Contract, A1,
1912/19710 National Archives of Australia (NAA). On Greeks and the Act, see
Andonis Piperoglou, “Migrant-cum-Settler: Greek Settler Colonialism in Australia,”
Journal of Modern Greek Studies 38, no. 2 (2020): 447–71.

26. Greeks – New South Wales – Particulars of, A385, 8, NAA; Greeks – Queensland –
Particulars of, A385, 9, NAA; Greeks – Tasmania – Particulars of, A385, 11, NAA;
Greeks – South Australia – Particulars of, A385, 10B, NAA; Greeks – Victoria –
Particulars of, A385, 12, NAA; Greeks – Western Australia – Particulars of, A385,
13, NAA. On anti-Greek sentiment, see John N. Yiannakis, “Kalgoorlie Alchemy:
Xenophobia, Patriotism and the 1916 Anti-Greek Riots,” Early Days: Journal of
the Royal Western Australian Historical Society 11, no. 2, (1996): 199–2011; Andonis
Piperoglou, “‘Border Barbarisms,’ Albury 1902: Greeks and the Ambiguity of
Whiteness,” Australian Journal of Politics and History 64, no. 4 (2018): 529–43; Joy
Damousi, “‘This Is against All the British Traditions of Fair Play’: Violence against
Greeks on the Australian Home Front during the Great War,’ Australia and the Great
War: Identity, Memory and Mythology, ed. Michael Walsh and Andrekos Varnava
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2016), 128–46.
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for their labour meant much less scrutiny was applied. Indeed, attempts 
to control non-British migrant labour and businesses has a long-entangled 
history. 

Despite acknowledgement of the vital importance of migration to 
Australian capitalism, Australian histories of migration have had little 
to say on the racialisation of migrant labour and ethnic small business 
keeping.27 Investigations have focused on a “system of business promotion,” 
but, to date, studies on Greek Australia have rated only cursory mentions 
of how migration and labour intersected.28 Studies have tended to focus on 
the post-war dynamics of ethnic small business, often with brief historical 
summaries that identify early Greek small business owners as removed 
from capitalist production because formal wage labour was not involved.29 
Moreover, as social economist Jock Collins notes, studies have placed 
“insufficient emphasis on the processes of the racialisation.”30 Within 
historical scholarship, however, researchers have recognised that early ethnic 
entrepreneurs – be they Chinese market gardeners, German winemakers, 
Lebanese clothing manufactures, Italian fruit growers, Indian hawkers or 
Greek café proprietors – shared a common set of characteristics that distin-
guished them from British and/or Australian-born businesspeople.31 They 
included: the types of prospects existing at the time of migration; the role 
of chain migration in developing particular patterns of economic activity; 
premigration traditions and experience, which spurred people to aim for 
independence; and the possession of the skills needed for labouring in a 
particular type of enterprise. 

In specific relation to early Greek settlement in Australia, Charles Price 
revealed in his pioneering analysis that early waves of migrants from the 
islands of Kythera, Ithaca and Kastellorizo were prone to shopkeeping. This 
inclination, he argued, was dependent on an informal process whereby 
newcomers started as assistant cooks, waiters and counter-boys in an 
established café or oyster saloon, then moved on after a few years to their 

27. Marie de Lepervanche, “Australian Immigrants, 1788–1940: Desired and Unwanted,” 
in Essays in the Political Economy of Australian Capitalism, vol. 1, ed. E. L. Wheelwright
and K. D. Buckley (Sydney: Australia and New Zealand Books, 1975), 72–104; John
Collins, “The Political Economy of Post-War Immigration,” in Wheelwright and
Buckley, Essays in the Political Economy of Australian Capitalism, vol. 1, 105–29.

28. Charles Price, Southern Europeans in Australia (Melbourne: Oxford University Press,
1963), 183.

29. Collins, Migrant Hands in a Distant Land, 92.
30. Collins, Shop Full of Dreams, 35.
31. Joanna Boileau, Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand: Gardens of

Prosperity (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 125–61; Ann Monsour, Not Quite White: 
Lebanese and the White Australia Policy, 1880–1947 (Brisbane: Post Pressed, 2010),
85–114; Kama Maclean, British India, White Australia: Overseas Indians, Intercolonial
Relations and the Empire (Sydney: UNSW Press, 2020), 59–76.
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own smaller business in another town, then gradually passed from town to 
town, each time obtaining a larger and more prosperous business; finally 
many Greek migrants with financial means settled in urban centres.32 
Extending from Price’s research, Kakakios and Van Der Velden argue 
in their important class-based analysis that Greek migrants’ “unfamil-
iarity with and isolation from unionised occupations,” in turn, conferred 
upon them a large measure of social marginality and, hence, ethnic-
group cohesion was naturally enforced.33 Under such economic conditions, 
certain social and cultural bonds within family and kin structures was 
something upon which already established Greek settlers capitalised. 
Of particular importance were the factors of patriarchal dominance that 
allowed for the control of women’s labour, the extended nature of family 
relationships, and the mechanics of chain-migration – each of which 
ensured Greek business owners a plentiful supply of compliant labour. 
The employment of such labour kept costs down and increased profits. The 
mechanics of this process were simple. Business owners in need of labour 
would send passage money to kin-related members (like godsons, cousins 
or nephews) wishing to travel. This money would be paid back by the new 
migrant working in the business for an unspecified number of years whilst 
simultaneously learning the trade and Australian cultural norms. The early 
dynamics of Greek assimilation, therefore, although never reaching the 
extremes experienced in the USA, was primarily the product of manipu-
lation of family, kin and women’s labour.34 

The function performed by early Greek small business owners was 
twofold; they pursued informal strategies that safeguarded newcomers 
from entrenched racism and prejudice, while simultaneously discouraging 
challenges to their own authority as ethnic community figureheads.35 
Wealthy Greek proprietors – as both entrepreneurs and advocates of the 
ethnic communities they belonged to – controlled migrant workers by 
exploiting kinship networks, the cultural affinities that sustained such 
networks and the bureaucratic systems that administered immigration. 
Paradoxically, they transformed the mobility of bodies into building blocks 
that sustained their own economic power while also claiming that such 
bodies had made an important mark on Australia’s “vigorous transitional 
economy.”36 This was an economy that was readjusting itself along more 

32. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia, 183.
33. Kakakios and van der Velden, “Migrant Communities and Class Politics,” 147.
34. Charles C. Moskos, Jr, Greek Americans: Struggle and Success (Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1980), 22–24; Yiorgos Anagnostou, Contours of White Ethnicity:
Popular Ethnography and the Making of Usable Pasts in Greek America (Athens: Ohio
University Press, 2009), 150, 204–206.

35. Kakakios and van der Velden, “Migrant Communities and Class Politics,” 145.
36. On Australia’s transitional economy, see Stuart Macintyre, The Oxford History of
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hardened class lines following the collapse of the long boom at the close 
of the nineteenth century and the tensions that arose between labour, 
capital and immigration at the start of the twentieth century. Indeed, from 
Federation onwards, people from overseas were seen as a great latent 
reserve army of labour that the expansionist tendencies of Australian 
capitalism could call on if significant reserves could not be generated from 
within the country. Yet, despite the national consensus that migrants could 
act as a central driver of economic development, exactly who migrated 
for work mattered, considerably, to a labour movement that was intent on 
protecting the interests of British and Australian workers above all else.37 

Racialised Migrant Labourers

In 1904, the Perth-based Sunday Times highlighted the supposed ill-repute 
of Greek business owners in Kalgoorlie. “The Greeks,” it was written, have 
“emphasised their presence” in Western Australia to such a degree as to 
raise “strong objection by shopkeepers and traders.” The “better class of the 
men from Greece, who figure as proprietors of eating-houses and saloons,” 
it was added, “find their fellow-countrymen employment and keep them 
out of sight of the public. Moreover, Greeks do not attempt competition 
in the legitimate labour spheres.” What followed was a scathing assertion 
that questioned the racial acceptability of Greek workers. Cutting “into 
the trade of the white greengrocer and fruiter. The Greeks are vigorously 
assaulting the produce man. They undersell the local fruit and vegetable 
vendors easily. Why? Well, about 40 of them live in one house, where they 
store their produce – fish, butter, eggs, vegetables, fruit.”38 In another article 
published later that year the Sunday Times further scorned the “monopoly” 
that Greeks had in the fish trade. The “Australian or Britisher has a cold time 
in the fish business. The Dago, particularly the Greek variety of him, runs 
it. He catches most of the article vended in Westralis’s [sic] big towns and 

Australia: The Succeeding Age, 1901–1942 (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
2006), 50. 

37. On racism in the labour movement, see Ann Curthoys and Andrew Markus, eds,
Who Are Our Enemies? Racism and the Working Class in Australia, a special issue
of Labour History, no. 35 (November 1978); Julia Martínez, “Questioning ‘White
Australia’: Unionism and ‘Coloured’ Labour, 1911–37,” Labour History, no. 76 (May
1999): 1–19; Ann Curthoys and Clive Moore, “Working for the White People: An
Historiographic Essay on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Labour,” Labour
History, no. 69 (November 1995): 1–29; Andonis Piperoglou, “Greeks or Turks,
‘White’ or ‘Asiatic’: Historicising Castellorizian Racial-Consciousness, 1916–1920,”
Journal of Australian Studies 4, no. 4 (2016): 287–402.

38. “The Alien Invasion: Many Mongols and Dirty Dagos,” Sunday Times, 21 February
1904, 11.
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both markets, and hawks it.”39 Kalgoorlie’s The Sun also added to the debate, 
declaring “dagoes” were “ousting the white shopkeeper.” In sharpened 
comparative racial language, it was added that “the white fruiterer had to 
employ two assistants to do the work which one Greek makes a slave of 
himself to perform.”40 

Greek businesses and workers were further racialised in visual represen-
tations. In 1915, Melbourne’s Punch depicted two Greeks embracing in front of 
an establishment called the “SKOFFTOPOULOS CAFÉ” (Figure 1). Delighted 
that political tensions back in Greece had eased, the Greek businessmen are 
caricatured with respectable suits and hats and exaggerated moustaches 
and eyebrows. A sign on the shopfront advertises in broken English that the 
establishment sells “steak and de oyst,” a popular dish of steak and oysters. 
An accompanying text that reads, “Ah-h, thank the good, Goodness, the 

39. “Foreigners and Fish: Persecuting White Hawkers,” Sunday Times, 29 May 1904, 11.
40. “Fruiterers’ Facts,” The Sun, 8 May 1904.

Figure 1: “When Greek Meets Greek”

Illustration in Punch, 2 December 1915, 7
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steak-a the oyst, the banan’, too, is now saved,” caricatures English mispro-
nunciation.41 Understood within the context of repeated ridicule towards the 
supposed rapacity of Greek business owners, the use of “skoff” in the café’s 
name implied that Greeks establishments not only offered meals in which 
customers could eat greedily, but stressed the supposed greed of Greek 
business owners.

Read as a cultural meta-commentary, this cartoon and the media reports 
above work in tandem to capture an image of Greek shopkeepers as figures 
of suspicion and derision. Seen through the prism of racial difference, Greeks 
were depicted as undermining the fair and reasonable working conditions 
for which the labour movement advocated. Indeed, the racialisation of 
Greek labourers and businesses was profound. Branded as parsimonious 
rule breakers, the categorisation of Greek workers – as a group of “dagoes” 
– was, in particular, fully debasing. Put simply, labelling Greeks as a
“variety” of “the dago” was an insult that amalgamated them with other
migrants from the Mediterranean region as an undesirable race.42 Greeks,
in other words, were thus pigeonholed by the media as distinct from the
“white shopkeeper.” Further, the supposedly servile character of Greek
workers suggested an inferiority to whiteness that made them a vulnerable
labour force who were being exploited by a “better class of men.” Indeed,
classifying Greeks as submissive by racial character was fundamental, in a
white-dominated imaginary, to the unfair competition waged by those who
employed them.

Criminal Shopkeepers

Media racialisation of Greeks as a group of traders and labourers who either 
unfairly exploited labour or meekly submitted to unfair work conditions, 
meant newspapers also reported adversely on Greek work as criminal 
activity. Regularly spotlighting offences committed by Greek workers, 
and their employers, Greek businesses practices were not only racialised 
but criminalised. Over the ensuing years hostile sentiments were further 
expressed in reportage of pay disputes and thieving between Greeks. 
Articles entitled “Greek v. Greek” and “Greek meets Greek” circulated 
across Australian media. These are revealing of how the courts dealt with 
pay disputes between Greek workers and their employers. 

41. “When Greek Meets Greek,” Punch, 2 December 1915, 7, accessed June 2021, https://
trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/138703142.

42. On the racial slur “dago,” see Andonis Piperoglou, “‘Dirty Dagoes’ Respond:
A Transnational History of a Racial Slur,” in Redirecting Ethnic Singularity:
Italian Americans And Greek Americans in Conversation, ed. Yiorgos Anagnostou,
Yiorgos Kalogeras, and Theodora Patrona (New York: Fordham University Press,
forthcoming, 2022).
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In 1906, The Evening Star reported on a case that went before the Kalgoorlie 
Police Court. The case centred on a dispute between a Greek waiter named 
Florias and his employer, John George Florence. Florias thought that he was 
owed “the sum of £4 5s 5d … for wages” and also “claimed £2 10s in lieu” 
that he had been discharged from his job without “a week’s notice.” The 
court ascertained that Florias had been employed by Florence in Perth and 
had left the city to work in one of Florence’s Kalgoorlie establishments. When 
he was unexpectedly discharged, Florias asked Florence for a settlement but 
this was refused, as Florence claimed to have paid for Florias’ “railway fare 
to the fields.” It was noted that Florias “depended on Florence because he 
was his first cousin, and he did not know anybody else.” When asked if he 
“was in the habit of frequenting gambling saloons,” the newspaper noted 
that Florias mispronounced the lingua franca of the host society by replying, 
“Dat’s my beezness.” Further questioning revealed that he “usually drew 
small sums in advance” and that he had in fact “left his employment of his 
own accord.”43 Florias’ case was dismissed, yet media reports on Greeks in 
criminal trials persisted. 

The next year Perth’s Evening Star reported on a dispute between two 
Greeks. A 16-year-old, named Saratoris Demetrius, “was charged … for 
having been in the unlawful possession of one sovereign, one half sovereign, 
and 3/6 in silver.” The allegation was that Demetrius had stolen the money 
from “another Greek lad, who had taken his billet at the Strand Café, in 
order to get even with him for ‘doing him out of his job.’”44 Allegedly, 
Demetrius had “helped himself” to another £6 that belonged to the other 
Greek youth and had lost “the balance at the races.” Found guilty, Demetrius 
was sentenced “to gaol for two months with hard labor.”45 

In another case Sydney’s Evening News reported that Anastassi Marshall, 
a Greek waiter who was working at Riley Marshall’s fish shop, was sentenced 
to “a month’s hard labor” for the charge of “obtaining 12s 6d from Charles 
Barrett,” the proprietor of the Trafalgar Hotel, by means of “false pretence.” 
Marshall asked Barrett for a loan to “purchase some fish which his employer 
(who was a cousin) had sent him to purchase, promising to return it in the 
afternoon.”46 Police records of the conviction listed Marshall as a “waiter” 
who was associated with the “Greek Church” and had a “scar over [his] 
right eye.”47 

43. “Greek v. Greek: The Wages and Hours of an Alien,” The Evening Star, 22 August
1906, 3.

44. “Greek Meets Greek: One Robs the Other,” The Evening Mail, 2 July 1907, 1.
45. Ibid.
46. “A Greek’s Promise,” Evening News, 8 November 1907, 8.
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In April 1916, The Maitland Weekly, reported on a crime linked to Greek 
café, in this case a brutal act of murder. The manager of the Allies Café in 
Sydney, George Papageorgi, had been killed. In graphic language, it was 
noted that “a butcher’s cleaver was used to smash in the back of his skull 
and a rope was tied around his neck.” The circumstances of the tragedy 
had suggested to “the detectives that it was the work of a foreigner.”48 Other 
popular newspapers like The Telegraph and Chronicle published alarmist 
headlines like “Melee In Café Greek Cook Runs Amuck” and “Disturbance 
in A Café A Greek Committed for Trial.”49

The collective weight of media commentaries on the antagonistic 
relations between Greek workers and employers bolstered popular opinion 
that Greeks had racially criminal propensities. Not adhering to the rule 
of law, Greek workers, managers and business owners were represented 
as conniving gamblers, fraudsters, thieves and even murders. While these 
media reports drew upon real criminal activity, the regular spotlighting of 
Greek offences reveals how genuine economic disputes made for capturing 
headlines that represented Greeks not only as the aggressors of crime but 
also as victims. The media reports also reveal, however, that Greeks who 
felt they had been short-changed and sought to settle disputes on their own 
terms were swiftly dealt with in the Australian criminal justice system. 
Indeed, the regular reporting of court proceedings indicated not only that 
there was public interest in these disputes but that the law played a crucial 
role in settling loan and payment issues between Greek migrants. Within 
this context, for migrants who had left a traditional Greek masculine 
“honour culture” which “often required displays of aggressiveness,” Greek 
cultural affinities were being reworked by Australian state legal systems.50 In 
other words, Greek waiters and their business-owning “cousins” deployed 
Australia’s criminal justice system to resolve economic divisions that arose 
within their kinship networks.

For Greek business owners who sought to mitigate the questionable 
reputation of their establishments, it may not have always been apparent 
whether such a process was a personal or group one, and whether it required 
overpowering the bigotry of the labour movement or changing cultural 
habits. The accusatory and degrading rhetoric that surrounded Greek 
shopkeeping seemed to be nationally varied, yet persistent descriptions of 

48. “Shocking Crime: Greek Café Manager Done to Death,” The Maitland Weekly,
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Greek shops as “dirty” and “unclean,” and Greek workers as overworked 
and underpaid had unintended consequences including public protest and 
defence from Greek migrants.51 The following discussion explicates how 
Greek business owners and their employees voiced their own opinions 
about the standards of Greek shopkeeping within the press.

Greek Small Business Owners: Exploiters and Advocates

When the Daily Standard ran its campaign in 1925 to expose the unfair working 
conditions experienced by Greek workers it made a series of inquiries that 
revealed what it called “a tyranny of exploiterdom [sic], on the one hand, and 
a desperate state of discontent, on the other.” Offering readers “First Hand 
Statements,” it reported that a “young Greek,” was “employed as a general 
assistant, and also as driver of cart” had “started at £2 per week, but later 
attained to the wage of £2 10s, with meals. He worked seven days a week, 
from 7am to 7.30pm, with only a few minutes off for meals.” It was noted 
that “no time book was kept” and that “he was out of work for six weeks, but 
drew no sustenance because no unemployed book was kept. Sometimes on a 
Saturday he got four hours off in the evening, but had to go back and work 
till midnight to make up the time.” Another employee noted he had 

secured work for 10 days at fish-cleaning, and after an argument managed 
to get £3. He toiled from 5.45am to 5.45pm, Monday to Friday, and on 
Saturday from 5.45am till 2pm. Neither time-book nor unemployed book 
was kept. Two meals were supplied daily except Saturday, when he was 
given breakfast only. Another Greek, on similar work, received £2 a week, 
working 14 hours a day.52

It was also ascertained from an interview conducted with a “young 
Greek, who had well-nigh had his spirit broken by what he had suffered 
since he came here” that he had worked at “from 7am to 8pm continuously.” 
His work, it was ironically added, “consisted of opening oysters, serving at 
table, and relieving the cook, and for this he received the princely sum of £2 
10s a week.” After the worker complained, “he was sacked.” Describing the 
circumstances of the café industry as a “reign of terror,” he further added 
that “the boss ‘nearly had a fit’ if he found any of the men eating fried fish 
‘a la menu.’” The same authority disclosed two further cases of “Greek lads 
who worked two years for nothing, because they were required to pay 
back their passage money from Greece to Queensland. Both these boys had 
their spirits broken by sheer bullying and their lack of sleep.” Clearly, such 

51. “Unclean Shopkeepers,” Barrier Miner, 4 June 1924, 1; “Dirty Dagoes: A Word of
Warning,” Truth, 21 November 1903, 2.
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news from the industrial field was cause for alarm. The alleged illegalities 
revealed that Greek workers had “an undoubted right to be protected from 
brutal exploitation.”53 

Quick to disabuse public concern about the Greek café industry, Christy 
Freeleagus, the Greek Consul in Brisbane and proprietor of many lucrative 
catering establishments, wrote to the newspaper to share his views on the 
matter.54 “Some time ago,” he penned

I was informed by a prominent Labor man … that the campaign against 
Italians and Greeks was for political purposes. In other words, it would 
appear that reputable citizens of this country, who observe its laws, 
conform to its standards, pay their share of taxation, shoulder their share 
of its debt, to a large extent provide work for Australians, and love the 
country of their adoption, are to be politically slaughtered! Is that fair, 
just or generous, and does it accord with the “brotherhood of man” and 
“comradeship” ideals of the Labor movement, which professes to be glad 
to welcome Greek employees as members of unions?55

The reputable, observant, and conformist character of Greek propriety was 
also defended by another Greek business owner, Theo Andronicus, who ran 
the Ellios Café. Keen to give specificity to the sweeping reporting by the Daily 
Standard, he wrote:

If your charges about Greek cafes apply only to a section of the Greek 
employers, why then, in your headlines, incriminate the Greek as a 
whole? Why not make it read some of the Greek café employers, and do 
justice to others. Out of the 70 odd cafes in Brisbane there are only about 
four defaulters. Why should the other suffer for these?

Andronicus further added:

Why do not the enslaved workers come out into the open and demand 
their just rights instead of hiding behind somebody else’s back, howling 
like dingoes. They are only single men. Why do they not roll their swags 
up and try their luck up country if they think they are fitted for better 
treatment? I personally challenge any of these workers to come forward 
and tell me what union they ever belonged to, what is their place of 
birth … and who invited them to come to Australia? 

53. Ibid.
54. On Christy Freeleagus, see Andonis Piperoglou, “The Memorialisation of
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Andronicus then added that the accusations were misplaced as they relied 
on the evidence of a Greek who went by the name Mr. Sargent. Keen to 
bring Mr. Sargent to commit to the allegations that he had placed, he 
provocatively asked him to come forth, “like a good industrialist,” and 
inform readers “what union was he ever a member of?” Implying the 
contradictory character of Mr. Sargent, he further asked if he had tried “to 
organise and educate his uneducated fellow men to the industrial conditions 
of Australia … Why does he not advise the rank and file to go on strike like 
good Australians do?”56

In refuting the incriminating accusations of exploitation, Freeleagus and 
Andronicus chose to promote Greek businesses as in line with the high 
industrial standards that the labour movement wished for. In doing so, the 
Greek business owners revealed an understanding of the fair and reasonable 
conditions that free migrant labourers were entitled to. Yet, in advocating 
that Greek establishments were not unfairly orchestrating a system of 
unfree labour, they adopted a rhetoric that worked to their own economic 
and political advantage. By sidelining the seriousness of the accusations 
made against Greek “capitalist compatriots” like themselves, while obtusely 
promoting the efficiency and respectability of their business practices, 
they revealed a willingness to discount the poor working conditions that 
some Greek migrant labourers had experienced. By virtue of providing 
“work for Australians” and loving their country of adoption, the articu-
lations of Freeleagus and Andronicus seemed to affirm how a non-Anglo 
small business class could coerce their kinship networks for profit while 
self-ascribing their businesses as legitimate establishments. The desire to 
establish common purpose and experience within Australian economic 
advancement was thus a powerful one in challenging the slippery and 
contingent debasement of the Greek café industry. 

While the media continued to subject Greek business owners to scorn 
and suspicion into the 1920s, some reports are suggestive of how business 
owners used their awareness of workplace law and the rhetoric of free 
labour to their advantage. In 1928, for example, Sydney’s Labor Daily noted 
that Stelion Sarandides and John Aslanis, who owned the Colonial Café 
in central Sydney, were ordered by the Chief Industrial Magistrate to 
compensate for the amount of wages that were not renumerated to one 
of their employees, a kitchenhand, James Bakal. Paying him less than the 
award wage, they got Bakal to sign the wages book without the amount 
being filled. After paying him for significantly less time than he had worked, 
the newspaper quoted that the Greek employers said “You can go anywhere 
you like now. You have signed and you will get nothing more.”57 The forgery 

56. Theo Androniucus, “Greek Café Scandal,” Daily Standard, 26 August 1925, 10.
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of the wages book is especially noteworthy. It suggests just how pervasive 
the exploitative dynamics of Greek small business operations were. If Greek 
employers succeeded in using the vernacular of the labour movement to 
cast themselves as defenders of free labour relations, they were equally 
skilled, as the incident at the Colonial Café suggests, in playing the role of 
outlaw, rising above the law’s penalties even when they occasionally lost 
their battles in court. 

Towards a History of Ethnic Capitalism 

The relationships between Greek migrant workers and their employers in 
Australia during the first half of the twentieth century were far from stable. 
Yet, to date, the dominant trends in Australian historiography have tended 
to obscure or reduce the complexity of this economic niche. On the one 
hand, scholarship has explored the dynamics of what has been labelled as 
“ethnic entrepreneurialism.” An image of ethnic entrepreneurs, like Greek 
café proprietors, has tended to refer to cultural attributes such as a predispo-
sition to independence and hard work. Perceived as working exceptionally 
hard, they have entered the historical record as having a competitive edge 
over their Anglo counterparts. On the other hand, some ethnic historical 
studies have presented an alternative view of such enterprising endeavours 
by positioning non-Anglo at the margins of settler capitalism – dependent 
on an ethnic community for capital, labour and clientele. Both views have 
limitations. They each perceive ethnic small business culture as static and 
homogenous entities and they also position ethnic small business practice 
as divorced from the rest of the capitalist economy. Greek businesses 
tended to serve markets that were not attractive to large firms. Operating 
in an economic niche where high profit levels were hard to achieve, such 
businesses filled a gap left by the operation of the modern industrial 
economy and allowed Greek proprietors to run the shop in a character that 
reflected both ethnic affiliation and Australian economic interests. 

Through chain migration, a form of labour exchange emerged in which 
Greek small business owners used informal contracts and kinship networks, 
together with ever-changing legal system and border regimes, to create 
coercive migrant-specific labour relations. Accumulated economic wealth 
and property ownership grew in tandem with cultural exchanges that, in 
a similar vein to the rural geographies occupied by Chinese shopkeepers-
cum-colonialists, led to the exchange of cultural knowledge.58 Pioneering 
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community leaders, like Christy Freeleagus, controlled migrant workers 
primarily by exploiting their geographical mobility and the family networks 
that sustained such mobility. The enduring effects of business-chain-
migration predestined wealthy Greek settlers to expand their business 
endeavours off the backs of new arrivals. Locked in an unregulated process 
of clientelism, an economic, social and political gap began to emerge 
between wealthy business owners and the workers they hired.

In this article, I have addressed the historical contestation between Greek 
business owners and the Greek labourers they recruited, employed and 
represented, as a means to recast the story of Australian capitalism as a 
part of broader odyssey of cultural exchange. In historicising the dynamics 
of ethnic capitalism, I am interested in how it might be possible to centre 
histories of capitalism around the role played by white-but-not-white-enough 
populations who often had their own culturally specific mercantile practices. 
In addressing such questions, I am hopeful that it may be possible to generate 
a fresh and ongoing dialogue on how to conduct a multidimensional approach 
to the history of capitalism that recognises both the significance of racialising 
dynamics and the complexity of ethnic economic activity; a dialogue, that, as 
the culturally-specific Greek examples discussed here demonstrate, has the 
potential to reveal a plethora of class-based and race-based interactions and 
hierarchies that operated across varied capitalist modes of operation.

As such, getting the politics right, the goal of this collection of work, 
should require historians to consider the modalities in which ethnicity and 
class intersect and how such intersections may have determined wages, 
employment opportunities, types of labour (skilled/unskilled, protected/
unprotected, paid/unpaid), together with the usages of cultural capital and 
migrant mentalities in small business practice. The examples discussed in 
this article highlight the importance of boundaries – cultural, political, 
and geographic – in the creation and significance of an ethnic-specific 
approach to past capitalistic behaviour. Moreover, thinking theoretically 
about the ways that race and ethnicity worked in tandem with the means of 
capitalist production can help in understanding how Australian capitalism 
has mediated forms of ethnicisation. 

Such new framings of Australian capitalism further suggest that 
construing “the capitalist” as merely as a ubiquitous owner of the means 
of production obscures the complexity and contradictory characteristics 
of capitalism. Viewing the colonial settler as a discrete, conflicted and 
contested capitalist, the non-Anglo small business owner in White Australia 
was an ethnicised manifestation of the “wealth-accumulating subject.”59 Just 
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as the British colonial storekeeper was rendered as a constitutive subject of 
empire and settler capitalism, the Greek (or Italian, or Lebanese, or Indian, 
or Chinese) small business owner was also rendered as a constitutive ethnic 
subject of settler capitalism in the newly federated nation.60 Indeed, the 
making of Australian ethnicities was intrinsic to this colonial-cum-national 
capitalist phenomenon. Applying ethnicisation to the history of capitalism 
asks us to identify how cultural specificity relates to the dynamics of money 
making. It asks us to consider the relations, in the words of Joseph Pugliese, 
between how one “becomes ethnic” to how people enact money making via 
their own cultural contexts.61 Focusing on the centrality of ethnicity to the 
logistics of labour migration and the cultural subtleties of wealth accumu-
lation has the potential to open up productive analytic possibilities for 
thinking about how the making of ethnic identifications came into being.

Ethnic identifications were built and maintained in specific relation to 
migrant imaginings of Australia as a haven of economic stability and wealth. 
By examining how some Greeks became “capitalist compatriots” who both 
exploited and supported their labouring kinsfolk, this article has revealed 
within this a paradox that bedevilled Greek migrant workers in the early 
twentieth century – how the “promised land,” as Daily Standard put it, 
could become a place of bondage.62 We need a broader lens through which 
to conceptualise the interaction of migrant cultures and class structures, 
moving beyond the factory floor and large-scale national labour schemes 
as sites of migrant working-class resistance and ideological contest. Instead, 
the quest to control migrant labour by wealthy Greek business owners, the 
labour movement, and the settler state is revealing of the ways other capitalist 
systems structured the ways non-Anglo migrants comprehended themselves 
well into the latter half of the twentieth century.63 Through the experience of 
being racialised, non-Anglo migrants (together with their Australian-born 
children and grandchildren) realised how political their labour and business 
were, while also grasping how their labour was inextricably coupled with 
their identities as Australian ethnics. In so doing, they creatively learned to 
control their labour (like taking on new jobs, becoming a union member, or 
quitting) and discovered strategic advantages in their ability to work and 
save, reinventing the meaning of labour and business ownership on terms 
that were vastly different from the hostile gaze of the Australian labour 
movement. 
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The story of migrant labour has long been held as a saga of migrant 
contribution, a complex interplay between labour and capital, and as a story 
of exclusion and inclusion. Becoming an ethnic capitalist set a standard 
upon which becoming Australian, as an ideal, was presumed to ensure civic 
status and rights; owning a small business, at least within the confines of 
ethnic community building, was meant to provide a backbone to cultural 
retention, while also facilitating settler status. Yet, this story begins to fade 
once we recognise just how coercive some labour relations actually were; 
how dependent Greek business ownership was on the labour of other 
Greeks; and how intertwined their prospect of becoming profitable was 
with their ability to perform respectably within the ever-changing racialist 
contours of settler capitalism. Ethnic capitalism was not anomalous to the 
divisions between capital, migration and labour, but fundamental to it. 
Historicising ethnic capitalism as part of the story of Australian capitalism 
is a small but crucial step towards recognising the variegated ways that 
Australian economic encounters, alongside the racialist and criminalising 
dynamics of settler capitalism, have often been remoulded and reworked by 
an assortment of people who have often been sidelined or ignored.
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